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Many of us are currendy constructing the temporary huts known as sukkot in preparation for the holiday known as

Sukkot — or at least planning on mooching ofi* ones other people have built.

But why are we instructed to to construct them at all? The Torah tells us it's in commemoration of the sukkot we

dwelled in on our way from Egypt to the Land of Israel.
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Leviticus 23:42-43

(42) You shall live in booths seven days; all citizens in Israel shall live in booths, (43) In order that future generations may

know that I made the Israelite people live in booths (sukkot) when I brought them out of the land of Egypt, I the

LORD your God.

There's one problem though:

In the four books of the Torah that describe the Israelites wandering in the desert, there is not one other verse that

mentions them living in sulckot. (We thought about making a count of the number of times the books mention

Israelites living in tents, but it would take too long. Trust us. It's a lot of times.)

The Gemara, edited and compiled around 500 CE, records a disagreement on the nature of just what the actual sukkot

in the desert were:
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Sukkali lib: 15

The Gemara asks: This works out well according to the one who said that the sukkot mentioned in the verse were

clouds of glory, as it is reasonable that the roofing of the sukka is modeled after clouds. However, according to the one

who said that the children of Israel established for themselves actual sukkot in the desert, and the sukkot of today

commemorate those, what can be said? According to that opinion, there is no connection between a sukka and a cloud.

As it is taught in a baraita that the verse states: "I made the children of Israel to reside in sukko^' (Leviticus 23:43);

these booths were clouds of glory, this is the statement of Rabbi Eliezer. Rabbi Aldva says: They established for

themselves actual sukkot.

So now we have two opinions and no conclusion.
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Is the sukkah commemorating the literal booths the Israelites lived in in the desert? Of the divine clouds that sheltered

them?

Obviously, k s probably both!

But what's the point of remembering what it was like to live in booths? What's the ^?w'n? of remembering being sheltered

by God s cloud? Do we really need both? Why not Just pick one?

Let's discuss what each of them really represent.

The "sukkah mamash," the real, literal booth, is a temporary dwelling. It doesn't have four walls or a fully covered roof.

It is easily taken down and easily put back up, good for travel. It doesn't offer true shelter or security and anyone wtio

has spent the holiday in a sukkah knows its inconveniences well.

When you dwell in a sukkah, you're subject to nature's whims. At it's base, to spend time in a. literal sukkah is to

embrace your own vulnerability. It's to reject the fallacy that you have full control and learn to live in flexibility and

fluidity.

The cloud on the other hand...

If the sukkah is a rejection of shelter, the Divine cloud is the ultimate shelter. The Israelites were safe in the wilderness, a

place where they should ^ have been most vulnerable, because they were under the direct protection of God. God's cloud

shielded them from the elements in a way a sukkah never could and defended them from enemies when sukkot are

easily destroyed.

So for the true meaning ofSukkot to be dear, we need both Rabbi Alciva and Rabbi Eliezer. Sukkot is not Just about

vulnerability. And it s not just about protection.

Its about a recognition that as human beings we don t always have the power to be in complete control. But that if we

surrender our need to be in control, there maybe someone else out there taking care of us.

So relax. Let go a little and revel in your insecurity! It's zeman simchatenu, the time of our Joy! A litde vulnerability can

be a. beautiful thing.
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Sukkot on Sefaria
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Mishnah Sukkah 1:1

(1) A sukkah which is more than twenty cubits high is not valid. Rabbi Judah validates it. One which is not ten

handbreadths high, or which does not have three walls, or which has more sun than shade, is not valid....
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Sukkah of the Signs" / The Homeless House - R^el San Fratello

The Sukkah of the Signs, also known as The Homeless House project, was constructed In New York Citys Union

Square, as part ofSukkah City. For two days the structure, made of nearly 300 signs collected from indigenc across the

U.S., was visited by over 150,000 people.

Like traditional sukkahs, which recall the 40 years of wandering after exodus in the biblical story, The Sukkah of the

Signs calls attention to the contemporary state ofhomelessness. By purchasing homeless signs from the individuals who

made them, we also contributed to the short term needs of people living on the street and a meal for someone who

might not otherwise be able to eat today in honor of the prunary and traditional role ofsukkah, which is a feast of

bounty, of hospitality, and of welcoming strangers.
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The frame of our sukkah tapers as it moves up toward the sky to draw the eye up and also to provide a smaller

framework for the shingles that are less than 4 handbreadths—relating directly to the presence and scale of the hand in

each of the handmade signs.

Like die signs, the schach used to cover the roof was also collected from the street. Clippings from plants in Union

Square Park and from the studio where the sukkah was construcced in Brooklyn create a dappling of light on the

interior of the sukkah.

The Ushpizln are the Homeless

MyJewishLearning

In addition to serving as a reminder of our duty to the poor (it is said that the ushpizin would refuse to enter a sukkah

where the poor are not welcome), each of these exalted personages represents uprootedness. (Abraham left his father's

home for the land God promised to show him [Genesis 12:1], Isaac went to Gerar during a famine [Genesis 26:1],

Jacob fled from his brother Esau to the habita-t ofLaban [Genesis 28:2]i JosepJi was sold to merchants and taken to

Egypt [Genesis 37:23-36], Moses fled to Midian after inadvertently killing an Egyptian [Exodus 2:11-15] and he and

A^ron wandered the Sinai for forty years [beginning with Exodus 13], and David hid from Saul in the wilderness [I

Samuel 20, 21].)

Eliyaliu Kitov, The Book of Our Heritage

All year, the poor person sees others working in their fields and deriving blessing from their activides, while die poor

have nothing., and are dependent completely on the gifts and leftovers of the rich. The joyous season for gathering in

the harvest has now home; all bring their blessings home, while the poor has nothing to bring to his desolate home.

With what shall he rejoice? God said therefore: In Sukkot you shall dwell seven days; when you gather in the produce of

the earth, let all of you leave your homes and let all of you become guests in My sukkah, and the wealthy not be

recognized before the poor. Three walls and above them schach of straw and twigs - that is the Sukkah of every Jew,

whether poor or rich...When the Sephardim provide a poor person with the needs for festival, it is their custom to say:

This is the portion of the exalted guests.

Housing Insecurity is not in the heavens nor or beyond the sea or beyond your reach
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The Gemara asks: This works out well according to the one who said that the sukkot mentioned in the verse: I made

the children of Israel to reside in sukkot (Levklcus 23;43), were clouds of glory, as it is reasonable that the roofing of

the sukka is modeled after clouds. However, according to the one who said that the children of Israel established for

themselves actual sukkot in the desert, and the sukkot of Today commemorate those, what can be said? According to

that opinion, there is no connection becween a. sukka and a cloud. As it is taught in a baraita that the verse states: "I
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made the children of Israel to reside in sttkkot"^ these booths were clouds ofgloty, this is the statement of Rabbi

BUezer. Rabbi Akiva says: They established for themselves actual sukkot. This works out well according to Rabbi

Eliezer? however, according to Rabbi AJkiva what can be said?

Rabbi Aaron Potek

Sukkot is a holiday known as a zman simchateinu, the time of our joy. Something that brings me immense joy on an

almost weekly basis is learning with my soul chavrutah. Rabbi Avram (almost weekly because my soul chavrutah

hasn't yet mastered the art of using a calendar). During our learning today, I realized thac Sukkot without a sukkah is

sort of like Valentine's Day without a partner...But thenAvram reminded me of our conversation last week about the

classic Talmudic machloket between R^ibbi Aldva a.nd Rabbi Eliezer: were the original sukkot human-tnade huts or

God-made clouds of glory? On the surface, this seems like a pointless debate. I wonder if Rabbi Eliezer, by claiming die

sukkot were not physical but "spiritual," was comforting those who, for a variety of reasons, aren't able to build a

sukkauL It's as if Rabbi Eliezer is saying: you may not have the physical thing, but you can still tap into the spirit of the

holiday, the feelings that a sukkah is meant to evoke. Maybe Rabbi Eliezer is teaching us a broader lesson, too. Even

when you don't have exactly what you want, when life hasn't turned out exactly the way you had hoped or planned,

there are stilj ways to access those same desired feelings. And a soul chavrutah can certainly help get you there.

Rav Kook, Silver from the Land of Israel. Adapted from Mo fadei HaResiyah p. 97)

The Sabbath evening prayers use a. peculiar metaphor for peace:

May You spread over us a. siikkali of Your peace.

Why pray for a sukkah, a makeshift booth, of peace? Would it not be better to have a "fortress of peace" — strong,

secure, and lasting?

Jewish law validates a sukkah even when it has gaping holes, when it is built from little more than two walls, or has large

spaces between the walls and the roof. Even such a fragile structure still qualifies as a kosher sukkah. The same is true

regarding peace. Peace is so precious, so vital, that even if we are unable to attain complete peace, we should still pursue

a partial measure of peace. Even an imperfect peace between neighbors, or between an individual and the community, is

worthwhile.

'How great is peaceF proclaimed the Sages {VaYikra Rabbah 9:9). The value of peace is so great that we pray for it even

if it will be like a sukkah — flimsy and temporary, rendered fit only by special laws.

Sukkot are oftentimes, either by chance or definition, incomplete and imperfect. We're always lacking sornediing or

someone in our lives, and that's okay (it's human). Despite, or because of those, we can still find shalom

There is no Simcha. while people are homeless and hungry
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Dcutcronomy l6;l4-15

You shall rejoice in your festival, with your son and daughter, your male and female slave, the Levite, the stranger, the

fatherless, and the widow in your communities. You shall hold a. festival for the LORD your God seven days, in the

place that die LORD will choose, for the LORD your God will bless all your crops and all your undertakings, and you

shall have nothing but joy.
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Rabbi Amnon Bazak

This song "ve-samachta be-chagecha ve-hayita ach sameach" (you shall rejoice in your festival...and you shall have

nothing by joy) with its catchy jingles is one of the weirder phenomena in Jewish folklore. Not only because there is no

expression like this in the Torah, but rather because the whole meaning of the song hides what the Torah is trying to

say.

The song takes the beginning of one verse and the end of the next, and the the verses essence is precisely what the song

skips over: You shall rejoice in your festival, with your son and daughter, your male and female slave, the Levite, the

stranger, the fatherless, and the widow in your communities. You shall hold a festival for the LORD your God seven

days, in the place that the LORD will choose; for che LORD your God will bless all your crops and all your

undertakings, and you shall have nothing but joy.'

Throughout the whole address of the mitzvot in the book of Deuteronomy, Moses emphasizes the need to worry about

the weaker classes, and therefore, there is a unique significance during the period of gathering (asif)^ where one does not
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focus on their private Joy on the abundance of their yield, but rather shares that joy with those who were not able to

merit such Joy on their own during this time.

.And as Maimonides wrote; And when one eats and drinks, one must feed the stranger, orphan, and widow along with

the rest of the poor, but one who locks their doors and eats and drinks with their children and partner and does not

feed or give drink to the poor and downcrodden, this is not the joy of fulfilling ofmitzvah, but rather the joy of one's

stomach...and this type of Joy is disgraceful.

Therefore, more than any other festival, on Sukkot we should emphasize to recall our obligations to be sensitive towards

the weak in the community - whether through tzedakah, or inviting them to a holiday meal, or in other ways - in order

that the privately celebrated joy become integrated with the joy of giving.

And related to this, there's room to encourage creating a. new melody for this song, that will include all the words of the

verses in their entirety, and this will thereby bring back the original message of verse.
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